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SHELLING THE COSET POSET
RUSS WOODROOFE
Abstrat. It is shown that the oset lattie of a nite group has shellable
order omplex if and only if the group is omplemented. Furthermore, the
oset lattie is shown to have a Cohen-Maaulay order omplex in exatly the
same onditions. The group theoretial tools used are relatively elementary,
and avoid the lassiation of nite simple groups and of minimal nite simple
groups.
1. Introdution
We start by realling the denition of a shelling. All posets, latties, simpliial
omplexes, and groups in this paper are nite.
Denition 1.1. If ∆ is a simpliial omplex, then a shelling of ∆ is an ordering
F1, . . . , Fn of the faets (maximal faes) of ∆ suh that Fk∩
(
∪k−1i=1 Fi
)
is a nonempty
union of faets of Fk for k ≥ 2. If ∆ has a shelling, we say it is shellable.
We will use this denition in the ontext of a poset P by realling the order
omplex |P | to be the simpliial omplex with vertex set P and faes hains in P .
We say that a poset P is shellable if |P | is. Reall also that P is graded, and |P | is
pure, if all maximal hains in P have the same length.
The idea of a shelling (and the property of shellability) were rst formally in-
trodued by Bruggesser and Mani in [8℄, though similar ideas had been assumed
impliitly sine the beginning of the 20th entury. See Chapter 8 of [24℄ for a
development of some of the history and basi results on shellability. Sine its intro-
dution, it has been studied extensively by ombinatorialists. Partiularly, in the
1980's and 90's Björner and Wahs wrote several papers [2, 4, 5, 6℄ developing the
theory of shellability for posets. Espeially important to those interested in group
theory are [5℄ and [6℄, as they extend the older denition of shellability (whih only
applied to graded posets) to apply to any poset. This extension makes Theorem
1.3 muh more interesting!
We heneforth assume that a reader has seen the basi denitions and results of,
say, [5℄, although we try to state learly what we are using.
Reall that the subgroup lattie (denoted L(G)) is the lattie of all subgroups
of a group G. Shellings of subgroup latties have been of interest for quite some
time. In fat, one of the main results of Björner's rst paper on shelling posets [2℄
was to show that supersolvable groups have shellable subgroup latties. (Reall a
supersolvable group is a group having hief series with every fator of prime order.)
As mentioned before, at that time, shellability was a property that applied only to
graded posets. Under this denition, Björner had the shellable subgroup latties
ompletely haraterized, if we reall the following theorem of Iwasawa:
1
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Theorem 1.2. (Iwasawa [13℄) Let G be a nite group. Then L(G) is graded if and
only if G is supersolvable.
Of ourse, when Björner and Wahs updated the denition of a shelling to allow
non-graded posets in [5, 6℄, shellable subgroup latties were no longer haraterized.
This gap was soon lled by Shareshian:
Theorem 1.3. (Shareshian [19℄) Let G be a nite group. Then the subgroup lattie
L(G) is shellable if and only if G is solvable.
A nie summary artile on shellability and group theory was written by Welker
in [23℄. This artile is now somewhat out of date, and it has some errors, but it
is very useful as an overview of the topi. The reader should be warned, however,
that at the time it was written shellability was still onsidered to apply only to
graded posets.
Shareshian's result is surprising and pretty, and it would be nie to nd some-
thing similar for other latties on groups. In this paper, we onsider osets. The
oset poset C(G) (poetially named by K. Brown in [7℄) is the poset of all osets
of proper subgroups of G, ordered by inlusion. The oset lattie Cˆ(G) is C(G) ∪
{G, ∅}, likewise ordered by inlusion. The meet operation is intersetion, while
H1x1 ∨ H2x2 = 〈H1, H2, x1x
−1
2 〉x2. Clearly, C(G) is shellable if and only if Cˆ(G)
is, so we study the two interhangeably. If C(G) is shellable, we will all G oset-
shellable.
The history of the oset poset is disussed in the last hapter of [18℄. Most results
proved have been either negative results, or else so similar to the situation in the
subgroup lattie as to be uninteresting. More reently, K. Brown redisovered the
oset poset, and studied its homotopy type while proving some divisibility results
on the so-alled probabilisti zeta funtion [7℄. In partiular, he showed that if G
is a solvable group, then |C(G)| has the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres, all
of the same dimension.
In Setion 2 we show that there are nite groups G whih have a shellable
subgroup lattie, but a non-shellable oset lattie. In partiular, we show that
for C(G) to be shellable, G must be supersolvable, and every Sylow subgroup of
G must be elementary abelian. Our main tool is the above-mentioned result of
Brown, together with the fat that a pure shellable omplex is homotopi to a
bouquet of top-dimensional spheres. In Setion 3 we use linear algebra to onstrut
an invariant on subgroups of suh groups. Finally, in Setion 4 we use this invariant
to onstrut a so-alled EL-shelling, and to nish the proof of our main theorem:
Theorem 1.4. (Main Theorem) If G is a nite group, then C(G) is shellable if
and only if G is supersolvable with all Sylow subgroups elementary abelian.
Our theorem is even more interesting when we onnet it with a paper of P. Hall
[12℄. We reall that a group G is omplemented if for every subgroup H ⊆ G, there
is a omplement K whih satises i) K ∩ H = 1 and ii) HK = KH = G. Hall
proved the equivalene of the rst three properties in the following restatement of
our theorem:
Theorem 1.5. (Restatement of Main Theorem) If G is a nite group, then the
following are equivalent:
(1) G is supersolvable with all Sylow subgroups elementary abelian,
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(2) G is omplemented,
(3) G is a subgroup of the diret produt of groups of square free order,
(4) G is oset-shellable,
(5) C(G) is homotopy Cohen-Maaulay,
(6) C(G) is sequentially Cohen-Maaulay over some eld, and
(7) C(G) is Cohen-Maaulay over some eld.
Parts (5), (6) and (7) are disussed in Setion 2.3, where we dene the three
used versions of the Cohen-Maaulay property, and give further referenes.
Notie that, ontrary to the situation of Shareshian's Theorem, C(G) is shellable
if and only if it is pure and shellable. Thus, non-pure shellability only omes in in
the negative diretion of our proof. Of ourse, now that it has been dened, one
an't ignore it!
Complemented groups have also been alled ompletely fatorizable groups, and
have been studied by other people, see for example [1℄, or [15℄. Ramras has further
examined the homotopy type of the oset poset in [16℄.
I would like to thank my advisor, Ken Brown, for many disussions and ideas;
and Keith Dennis for helping with some of my group theory questions. Thanks
also to Yoav Segev, Anders Björner, and the anonymous referees for their helpful
omments. Though no omputations appear in this paper, GAP [11℄ and the XGAP
pakage often helped in searhing for examples that furthered understanding.
2. Coset posets that are not shellable
2.1. p-groups. It is often easier to show that something is not shellable, than to
show that it is. So we start our searh for shellings of the oset lattie by nding
groups for whih C(G) is ertainly not shellable. The following lemma will be very
useful in this endeavor.
Lemma 2.1. If P is a shellable poset, then every interval in P is also shellable.
(Thus, if G is oset-shellable, then so is every subgroup H ⊆ G.)
Proof. Sine every interval in a poset P is a link (for more information, see the
beginning of Setion 2.3), the rst part follows immediately from Proposition 10.14
in [6℄.
For the seond part, we note that the interval [∅, H ] in Cˆ(G) is isomorphi to
Cˆ(H). 
Corollary 2.2. If G is a nite oset-shellable group, then G is solvable.
Proof. Note that the interval [1, G] in Cˆ(G) is isomorphi to the subgroup lattie
of G. Apply Lemma 2.1 and Shareshian's Theorem (Theorem 1.3). 
A proof of Corollary 2.2 that does not rely on Shareshian's Theorem will also be
given, in Setion 2.2.
At rst glane, one might hope that perhaps all solvable groups have a shellable
oset poset. Soon enough, however, one onsiders the oset-poset of Z4, pitured
in gure 1. We see that C(Z4) is not even onneted, and onnetivity is an easy
onsequene of the denition of shellability as long as all faets have dimension at
least 1.
A similar situation holds for an arbitrary prime p: Zp2 has only one nontrivial
proper subgroup, so C(Zp2) falls into p onneted omponents, and in partiular
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1
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Figure 1. The oset poset of Z4 is not onneted, so not shellable.
is not shellable. Hene, no group G with a subgroup isomorphi with Zp2 an
be oset-shellable. Can we eliminate any other p-groups from the possibility of
oset-shellability? In fat we an. We reall the following theorem of K. Brown:
Theorem 2.3. (Proposition 11 from [7℄) Let G be a nite solvable group with a
hief series 1 = N0 ⊆ N1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Nk = G. Then C(G) has the homotopy type of a
bouquet of (d − 1)-spheres, where d is the number of indies i = 1, . . . , k suh that
Ni/Ni−1 has a omplement in G/Ni−1.
It follows from the proof in [7℄ that for G 6= 1 the number of spheres is, in fat,
nonzero. (It is
k∏
i=1
(1− ci|Ni/Ni−1|)
where ci is the number of omplements Ni/Ni−1 has in G/Ni−1; also related is [7,
Corollary 3℄.)
Proposition 2.4.
1) If H is a nite p-group whih is oset-shellable, then H is elementary abelian.
2) If G is a nite group whih is oset-shellable, then all Sylow subgroups of G are
elementary abelian.
Proof. 1) If H is a nite p-group, then L(H) is graded (by, for example, Iwasawa's
Theorem, Theorem 1.2), hene C(H) is also graded. But it is well known (see for
example [5℄) that a graded, shellable poset P has homotopy type of a bouquet of r-
spheres, where r is the length of a maximal hain in P . By the above theorem, we see
that every hief fator of H must be omplemented, and hene H has trivial Frattini
subgroup Φ(H) (otherwise any minimal normal subgroup ontained in Φ(H) is an
unomplemented hief fator).
But for a nite p-group, Φ(H) = H ′Hp (see for example [17, 5.3.2℄), so H is
abelian of exponent p, that is, elementary abelian.
2) Apply Lemma 2.1 to the interval [∅, H ] in Cˆ(G), where H is a Sylow subgroup
of G. 
2.2. Non-supersolvable groups. We now have that for a nite group G to be
oset-shellable, G must be solvable with elementary abelian Sylow subgroups. A
little more holds: G must in fat be supersolvable. To prove this, it sues by
Lemma 2.1 and the disussion of the previous setion to restrit ourselves to groups
G suh that:
(1) G is not supersolvable,
(2) All proper subgroups of G are supersolvable, and
(3) All Sylow subgroups of G are elementary abelian.
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A losely related idea is that of minimal non-omplemented groups, whih are
non-omplemented groups with every proper subgroup omplemented. A omplete
haraterization of suh groups is given in [15℄, although we do not use their har-
aterization.
In light of Shareshian's Theorem and Corollary 2.2, it might seem at rst glane
that a stronger version of Condition 1 would be to require G to be solvable but not
supersolvable. The following result of Doerk, however, shows that this would be
redundant.
Lemma 2.5. (Doerk, [9, Hilfssatz C℄) If every maximal subgroup of G is super-
solvable, then G is solvable.
We notie also that this frees our haraterization of groups that are not oset-
shellable from Shareshian's Theorem, whih relies on Thompson's lassiation of
minimal nite simple groups. We will also need this for Setion 2.3.
For any normal subgroup N in G, let q : G→ G/N be the quotient map. Then
we take C0(G) to be the subposet of C(G) of all Hx suh that q(Hx) 6= G/N . Thus,
C0(G) is obtained from C(G) by removing osets Kx when KN = G. We will use
the following proposition to show that, for G satisfying Conditions 13, C(G) has
the wrong homotopy type to be shellable.
Theorem 2.6. (K. Brown [7℄, Proposition 8 and following disussion) The quotient
map q : G→ G/N indues a homotopy equivalene C0(G)→ C(G/N).
The following lemma from group theory will be useful.
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a solvable group, with H a proper subgroup. Then
(1) If N is an abelian normal subgroup of G with NH = G, then H is maximal
in G if and only if N/N ∩H is a hief fator for G.
(2) H is maximal if and only if it is a omplement to a hief fator Ni+1/Ni,
i.e., if and only if HNi+1 = G and H ∩Ni+1 = Ni.
Part 1 may be found in [17, Theorem 5.4.2℄. Part 2 follows from part 1 by taking
Ni+1 to be minimal suh that HNi+1 = G.
We use Lemma 2.7 in proving the following:
Lemma 2.8. Let G be a group satisfying Conditions 13 above. Let n be the length
of a longest hain in C(G). Then G has a minimal normal subgroup N , of non-
prime order, over whih |C0(G)| is the subomplex of |C(G)| generated by all hains
of length n.
Proof. Our proof goes in ve steps:
1) Every hief fator Ni+1/Ni of G is omplemented in G/Ni.
We apply a theorem of Gashütz, proved in [14, Theorem 3.3.2℄, whih says that
a normal abelian p-subgroup N has a omplement in G if and only if N has a
omplement in a Sylow p-subgroup P ontaining N . Let Ni+1/Ni be a hief fator
of G. Then sine G has all Sylow subgroups elementary abelian, G/Ni has all Sylow
subgroups elementary abelian. But an elementary abelian group is a omplemented
group (see Theorem 1.5), hene Ni+1/Ni has a omplement in any Sylow subgroup
P/Ni ontaining it, and so by Gashütz we get that Ni+1/Ni has a omplement in
G/Ni.
2) A hief fator Ni+1/Ni is of non-prime order only if Ni = 1.
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Suppose otherwise, that Ni+1/Ni is of non-prime order with Ni 6= 1, so that
G/Ni is solvable but not supersolvable. Then Ni/Ni−1 has a omplement by part
(1), so there is a group K with G/Ni ∼= K/Ni−1. Sine all subgroups of G are
supersolvable, we see that G/Ni is supersolvable, a ontradition.
3) There exists a minimal normal subgroup N ⊆ G of non-prime order, and N
is a omplement to any maximal subgroup K of non-prime index.
Sine G is not supersolvable, there is some fator of non-prime order in any hief
series of G, and by part (2) it must be of the form N1/1. We notie that in the
situation of the seond part of Lemma 2.7, we have [G : H ] = [Ni+1 : Ni]. Sine
N1/1 is the only fator of non-prime order, we get the desired result.
4) A maximal hain C has length less than n if and only if the top element of C
is a oset Kx of some omplement K of N .
Suppose Hx is the top element of a hain C in C(G). By Iwasawa's Theorem and
the supersolvability of H , we have that every maximal hain in the interval (∅, Hx]
has length n + 1 − a, where a is the number of primes with multipliity dividing
[G : H ]. We see that C has length n if and only if a = 1, so C is of length less than
n if and only if H is of non-prime index in G if and only if H is a omplement of
N .
5) In the situation of part (4), C \ {Kx} an be extended to a hain of length n.
LetK1x be the oset immediately underKx in C. Then sineK is supersolvable,
[K : K1] is a prime. Then [G : NK1] = [K : K1] is also a prime. Moreover, NK1
is supersolvable, so if |N | = pa, then there is a hain K1 = H0 < H1 < · · · < Ha =
NK1 between K1 and NK1. The desired hain then follows C up to K1x, and ends
at the top with K1x < H1x < · · · < Hax = NK1x.
We have shown that |C0(G)| is obtained from |C(G)| by removing the faets of
dimension less than n, thus that |C0(G)| is the subomplex of |C(G)| generated by
all n-faes. 
We notie in passing that the argument in part (2) atually shows that a om-
plement K of N has CoreGK = 1, thus that a group G satisfying Conditions 13
is primitive. Suh groups have highly restrited struture, see Chapter A.15 of [10℄
for an overview.
We relate the preeding lemma to the following result from Björner and Wahs:
Lemma 2.9. (Björner/Wahs [5, Theorem 2.9℄) If ∆ is shellable, then the subom-
plex generated by all faes of dimensions between r and s is also shellable, for all
r ≤ s.
We are now ready to prove our goal for this setion.
Theorem 2.10. If G is not supersolvable, then G is not oset-shellable.
Proof. By the preeding disussion, it sues to onsider G solvable with every
subgroup a omplemented group. Let N be the minimal normal subgroup of order
pa onstruted in Lemma 2.8. Then the resulting |C0(G)| is the subomplex of
|C(G)| generated by the faes of dimension n. Theorem 2.6 gives us that |C0(G)| ≃
|C(G/N)|.
If C0(G) were shellable, then |C0(G)| would have the homotopy type of a bouquet
of n-spheres, as disussed in the proof of Proposition 2.4. But Theorem 2.3 and
the omment following give that |C0(G)| ≃ |C(G/N)| is homotopi to a non-empty
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bouquet of (n− a)-spheres. Thus, C0(G) is not shellable, and by Lemma 2.9 we see
that C(G) is not shellable. 
We have now proved that (4) =⇒ (13) in our Restatement of the Main
Theorem, Theorem 1.5. The following subsetion, whih the rest of the paper does
not depend on, deals with (57). A reader who is unfamiliar with the Cohen-
Maaulay property for simpliial omplexes may, if desired, skip diretly to Setion
3.
2.3. Cohen-Maaulay oset latties. In fat, we have proven slightly more in
Setion 2.2. Two properties that are losely related to shellability are that of being
Cohen-Maaulay and (generalized to non-pure omplexes) that of being sequentially
Cohen-Maaulay. Reall that the link of a fae F0 in a simpliial omplex ∆ is
lk∆ F0 = {F ∈ ∆ : F ∪ F0 ∈ ∆, F ∩ F0 = ∅}. Links in the order omplexes of
posets are losely related to intervals. More speially, if C is a maximal hain
ontaining x and y, and C′ is C with all z suh that x < z < y removed, then it is
easy to see that lkP C
′
is the order omplex of the interval (x, y). In general, the
link of a hain in a bounded poset is the so-alled join of intervals.
Let k be a eld. A simpliial omplex ∆ is Cohen-Maaulay over k if for every
fae F ∈ ∆, H˜i(lk∆ F, k) = 0 for i < dim lk∆ F , i.e., if every link has the homology
of a wedge of top dimensional spheres. It will ome as little surprise after the pre-
eding disussion of links in posets that one an prove the following fat: a poset
P is Cohen-Maaulay if and only if every interval (x, y) in P has the homologial
wedge of spheres property (see [3℄ for a proof of this and further disussion of links
and joins). The omplex ∆ is homotopy Cohen-Maaulay if every suh link is ho-
motopi to (rather than merely having the homology of) a wedge of top dimensional
spheres. Sine a graded shellable poset has the homotopy type of a wedge of top
dimensional spheres, and sine every interval in a shellable poset is shellable, we see
that (the order omplex of) a graded shellable poset is homotopy Cohen-Maaulay.
A homotopy Cohen-Maaulay omplex is Cohen-Maaulay over any eld.
There is an extension of the Cohen-Maaulay property to non-pure omplexes.
The pure i-skeleton of a simpliial omplex ∆ is the subomplex generated by all
faes of dimension i. We say that ∆ is sequentially Cohen-Maaulay if its pure i-
skeleton is Cohen-Maaulay for all i. A pure, sequentially Cohen-Maaulay omplex
is obviously Cohen-Maaulay.
A referene for bakground on Cohen-Maaulay omplexes is [20℄. Useful prop-
erties of sequentially Cohen-Maaulay omplexes are given in [22℄. We reall some
fats presented in the latter.
Lemma 2.11. Let ∆ be a simpliial omplex, P a poset:
(1) If ∆ is shellable, then ∆ is sequentially Cohen-Maaulay. [22, Corollary
1.6℄
(2) If P is sequentially Cohen-Maaulay, then all intervals in P are also se-
quentially Cohen-Maaulay. [22, Theorem 1.5℄
Then in the previous two setions we have atually shown
Proposition 2.12. If C(G) is sequentially Cohen-Maaulay, then G is a omple-
mented group.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.4 shows that if P is a p-group, but not elementary
abelian, then C(P ) has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres of the wrong
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dimension. Hene the homology does not vanish below the top dimension, and
C(P ) is not (sequentially) Cohen-Maaulay. Lemma 2.11 part 2 then gives that all
Sylow subgroups of a group G with C(G) sequentially Cohen-Maaulay must be
elementary abelian.
Similarly, in the proof of Theorem 2.10 we show that C0(G) is not Cohen-
Maaulay. By Lemma 2.8 we have that C0(G) is the pure n-skeleton of C(G),
and then the denition gives that C(G) is not sequentially Cohen-Maaulay unless
G is supersolvable. 
Proposition 2.12 and the fat that omplemented groups are supersolvable then
give that (6) and (7) are equivalent, and that both imply (13) in our Restatement
of the Main Theorem. Then (4) =⇒ (5) =⇒ (6) is lear from the denition of
homotopy Cohen-Maaulay, and it remains only to prove (13) =⇒ (4). This will
be the subjet of Setion 4.
3. Some linear algebra
We now take a brief break from shellings and homotopy type to do some linear
algebra. First, we introdue some notation. Fix a vetor spae V with (ordered)
basis B = {e1, . . . , en}, and onsider a subspae U ⊆ V . Let {g1, . . . , gk} be a set
of generators for U . Then we an write the oordinates of the gi's as row vetors
[gi]B, put these in a matrix


g1
.
.
.
gk


B
, and redue to redued row ehelon form M .
Denote the set of pivot olumns for M (i.e., the olumns with a leading 1 in some
row of M) as IV,B(U), or just I(U) if the hoie of V and B is lear.
Lemma 3.1. I(U) is an invariant for the subspae U of V with respet to B.
Proof. We need only show that I(U) does not depend on the hoie of generators
for U . Suppose generators {hi} give row redued matrix Mh and generators {gi}
give row redued matrix Mg. But then the row redued matrix of {hi}∪ {gi} must
be both Mh and Mg by uniqueness of redued row ehelon form, hene Mg = Mh.
In partiular, the pivot olumns are the same. 
We mention some elementary properties of our invariant.
Proposition 3.2. Fix V and B as above, and let U1, U2 be subspaes of V . Then
(1) |I(U1)| = dimU1.
(2) If U1 ⊆ U2, then I(U1) ⊆ I(U2).
Proof. From a rst ourse in linear algebra, the number of pivots of a matrix is the
dimension of the row spae, and adding rows to the matrix adds pivots, but does
not hange the ones we had before. 
We will need the following lemma in our appliation of I(U) to the next setion.
Briey, part (2) will orrespond with having a unique lexiographially rst path
in intervals of C(G).
Lemma 3.3. Fix V and B as above, and let U1 ⊆ U2 be subspaes of V . Then
(1) If k is the largest number in I(U2) \ I(U1), then there is a unique subspae
W↑ suh that U1 ⊆W↑ ⊆ U2 and I(W↑) = I(U1) ∪ {k}.
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(2) If j is the smallest number in I(U2)\ I(U1), then there is a unique subspae
W↓ suh that U1 ⊆W↓ ⊆ U2 and I(W↓) = I(U2) \ {j}.
Proof. 1) It is immediate from the denition of I(U2) that there is some g ∈ U2
with a 1 in the kth oordinate, and 0's in all preeding oordinates when written
as a vetor with respet to B. Suppose g1 and g2 both have this property. Then
g1 − g2 is 0 in all oordinates up to and inluding k, hene g1 − g2 ∈ U1. It follows
that the desired W↑ = 〈U1, g〉 is unique.
2) First, suh a subspae exists. Suppose U2 = 〈g1, . . . , gn〉, where the gi's
are row redued as in the denition of I(U). Reorder so that g1, . . . , gl are the
generators (rows) with pivots in I(U2)\I(U1), ordered from least to greatest (where
l = |I(U2)\I(U1)|). Then U2 = 〈U1, g1, . . . , gl〉, andW↓ = 〈U1, g2, . . . , gl〉 is a spae
with the desired properties.
Suppose W is another suh spae. Represent W = 〈U1, h2, . . . , hl〉 in the same
way as we did for U2 in the preeding paragraph. Let W0 = 〈g2, . . . , gl, h2, . . . , hl〉.
Then the hi's and gi's are all zero in oordinates up to and inluding j, so j /∈ I(W0).
Also, W0 ⊆ U2 so I(W0) ⊆ I(U2). But the gi's and hi's were row redued with
respet to U1, so are zero in all pivots of U1, so I(U1)∩ I(W0) = ∅. To summarize,
I(W0) ⊆ I(U2) \ ({j} ∪ I(U1)). But sine W0 is at least l − 1 dimensional (as
the gi's are linearly independent), we get that this is atually an equality. Thus,
〈g2, . . . , gl〉 = 〈h2, . . . , hl〉 =W0, and we have that W =W↓. 
This ends our exursion into linear algebra. We are now ready to apply the
results of this setion.
4. Shelling the Coset Poset
To show that the oset poset of a nite omplemented group G is shellable, we
atually exhibit a oEL-labeling. First, let us reall the denition of an EL-labeling.
A over relation is a pair x← y in a poset P suh that x   y and suh that there
is no z with x   z   y. In this situation, we say that y overs x. We reall that
the usual piture one draws of a poset P is the Hasse diagram, where we arrange
verties orresponding with the elements of P suh that x is below y if x < y, and
draw an edge between x and y if x← y. We say that a poset is bounded if it has a
unique top and bottom, that is, unique upper and lower bounds.
Let λ be a labeling of the over relations (equivalently, of the edges of the Hasse
diagram) of P with elements of some poset L  for us, L will always be the integers.
Then λ is an EL-labeling if for every interval [x, y] of P we have i) there is a unique
(stritly) inreasing maximal hain on [x, y], and ii) this maximal hain is rst
among maximal hains on [x, y] with respet to the lexiographi ordering. If λ is
an EL-labeling of the dual of P , then we say λ is a oEL-labeling.
Björner rst introdued EL-labelings in [2℄, and showed that if a bounded poset
P has an EL-labeling, then P is shellable. For this reason, posets with an EL-
labeling (or oEL-labeling) are often alled EL-shellable (or oEL-shellable). As
we mentioned before, we will use the invariants I(U) disussed in the previous
setion to onstrut a oEL-labeling of Cˆ(G).
Let G = G1 × · · · × Gr be the diret produt of square free groups {Gi}, and
identify eah group Gi with its inlusion in G. Fix p a prime. Let H be a subgroup
of G, with H∗ a Sylow p-subgroup of H . Let G∗ be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, with
H∗ ontained in G∗. By the normality of Gi and an order argument, we get that
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G∗∩Gi is either isomorphi to Zp or 1 (depending on whether p | |Gi|). Let ei be a
generator of G∗∩Gi when this intersetion is nontrivial. Let B be an ordered basis
of suh generators ei, taken from eah nontrivial G
∗ ∩Gi. Think of the elementary
abelian subgroup G∗ as a vetor spae over Zp, and dene Ip(H) to be IG∗,B(H∗).
Lemma 4.1. Ip(H) is well-dened.
Proof. We need to hek that Ip(H) is independent of the hoie of H∗, G∗, and
B. Reall that IG∗,B(H
∗), as dened in Setion 3, is the set of pivots of the matrix
with rows generating H∗.
Notie that an element g = eα11 · · · e
αr
r ∈ G
∗
has αj = 0 for j < i if and only if
g ∈ GiGi+1 · · ·Gr. Now the pivot assoiated with ei is in IG∗,B(H∗) if and only
if there is an element in the matrix of row-redued generators for H∗ with rst
non-zero position i, that is, of the form h = eαii · · · e
αr
r with αi 6= 0. We see that
this happens if and only if h ∈ Gi · · ·Gr \ Gi+1 · · ·Gr. We also notie that a set
of generators is (weakly) row-redued if and only if the rst non-zero positions are
stritly inreasing. Thus, the set of pivots for H∗ is determined by the subgroups
of the form Gj · · ·Gr, and as Gj · · ·Gr does not depend on G∗ or B, it follows
immediately that Ip(H) is independent of them.
It remains to hek that Ip(H) is independent of the hoie of H∗. Any alternate
hoie diers only by onjugation by some element x ∈ H . But a set of generators
{h1, . . . , hk} for H∗ has the same matrix representation with respet to B as their
onjugates {x−1h1x, . . . , x−1hkx} has with respet to x−1Bx. In partiular, the
set of pivots is unhanged. 
We need a ouple more lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a maximal subgroup of a supersolvable group G. If G =
HM , then Hx ∩M is a maximal oset of Hx.
Proof. Sine G = HM , we an write Hx = Hm for some m ∈ M . So Hx ∩M =
(H ∩M)m 6= ∅. Also, |G| = |HM | = |H| |M||H∩M| = [H : H ∩M ] ·
|G|
[G:M ] . Sine [G : M ]
is prime, it follows that [H : H ∩M ] = [G : M ] is also prime, hene that H ∩M is
maximal in H . 
The following lemma (due to G. Zappa) is proved, for example, in [17, 5.4.8℄.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a nite supersolvable group. Then G has a hief series
1 = N0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Nk = G with [N1 : N0] ≥ [N2 : N1] ≥ · · · ≥ [Nk : Nk−1].
In partiular, if p is the largest prime dividing |G| and q is the smallest; then G
has a normal Sylow p-subgroup and a normal Hall q′-subgroup.
Corollary 4.4. Let G be a nite supersolvable group. If p is the smallest prime
dividing [H0 : Hn] for subgroups Hn ⊆ H0 of G, then there is a unique subgroup
H1 with Hn ⊆ H1 ⊆ H0 and suh that p does not divide
[H0:Hn]
[H0:H1]
.
Proof. Let π = {q : q ≤ p, q | |H0|}, and K be a Hall π′-subgroup of H0. Then K ⊳
H0 by the lemma, hene KHn is a subgroup of H0 with the desired properties. 
We are now ready to prove the Main Theorem. The high level idea is to use
the hanges in the invariants Ip(H) to label over relations. Unfortunately, that
gives us a lot of identially labelled hains. So we pik out some distinguished over
relations, and hange their labels to have a unique inreasing hain. The details
follow.
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Theorem 4.5. If G is supersolvable with all subgroups elementary abelian, then
Cˆ(G) is oEL-shellable, and so G is oset-shellable.
Proof. We reall by the theorem of P. Hall restated in Theorem 1.5 that G ⊆ G1×
· · ·×Gr where eah Gi is of square free order. If Cˆ(G1×· · ·×Gr) is oEL-shellable,
then it follows immediately from the denition that the interval [∅, G] ∼= Cˆ(G) is
as well. So we an assume without loss of generality that G = G1 × · · · ×Gr, the
diret produt of groups of square free order.
For eah i, and eah p dividing |Gi|, pikM∗p,i to be a maximal subgroup of index
p (a Hall p′-subgroup) in Gi. Suh M
∗
p,i's exist beause Gi is solvable, and it is
a well-known haraterization of solvable groups that they have Hall p′-subgroups
for eah prime p (see [17, Chapter 9℄ for more bakground). Then set Mp,i to be
M∗p,i×
∏
j 6=iGj . Fix l(p, j) to be an order preserving map into the positive integers
of the lexiographi ordering on the pairs (p, j) for all p dividing |G| and j = 1, . . . , r.
We will use Mp,j to pik out the distinguished edges mentioned above. Most edges
will be labeled with l(p, j) for an appropriate p and j, while these distinguished
edges will be labeled with the negative of l(p, j).
More preisely, suppose H1x ⊆ H0x is a over relation in Cˆ(G). Sine G is
supersolvable, [H0 : H1] = p for some prime p, hene the Sylow p-subgroups of H1
have dimension (as vetor spaes over Zp) one lower than those of H0. It follows
that Ip(H0) = I
p(H1) ∪ {j} for some j. Then label the edge H0x→ H1x as
λ(H0x→ H1x) =
{
−l(p, j) if H1x = H0x ∩Mp,j
l(p, j) otherwise.
Finally, label λ(x→ ∅) = 0. We will show that λ is a oEL-labeling.
Intervals in Cˆ(G) all have either the form [∅, H0x], or [Hnx,H0x]. We onsider
these types of intervals separately, and show there is a unique inreasing hain
whih is lexiographially rst.
On [∅, H0x], we notie from Proposition 3.2 that every maximal hain from H0x
down to ∅ has 0 on the last edge, and ±l(p, j) (over all pairs (p, j) suh that
j ∈ Ip(H0)) on the preeding edges. In fat, for eah suh pair (p, j), exatly
one of +l(p, j) or −l(p, j) ours exatly one on any maximal hain. Finally, sine
j ∈ Ip(H0), there is an element of order p in H0 of the form ejej+1 · · · er, where eah
ei ∈ Gi and ej 6= 0. As Gi ⊆ Mp,j for i 6= j, we see that H0Mp,j = H0Mp,jMp,j ⊆(
〈ei〉
∏
i6=j Gi
)
Mp,j = 〈ei〉Mp,j = G.
Then sine 0 is the last edge, the only possible inreasing hain is the one with
labels −l(p, j) in inreasing order. By Lemma 4.2 there is suh a hain, it is learly
unique and lexiographially rst.
For [Hnx,H0x], the situation is only slightly more ompliated. Let a pair
(p, j) be alled admissible for the given interval if p divides [H0 : Hn] and j ∈
Ip(H0) \ Ip(Hn). If l(p, j) is minimal among admissible (p, j), then there is a
unique H1x of index p in H0x with H0x → H1x labeled ±l(p, j) by Corollary 4.4
and Lemma 3.3. Moreover, any hain on [Hnx,H0x] has exatly one edge with
label ±l(p, j) for eah admissible (p, j).
Suppose C is an inreasing hain on [Hnx,H0x]. Suppose Hix → Hi+1x in C
is labelled +l(p, j). Then l(p, j) is minimal among (p, j) admissible for [Hnx,Hix]
sine the hain is inreasing. Thus Hix → Hi+1x is the unique edge down from
Hix labeled with ±l(p, j), and sine the label was positive we see that Hnx 6⊆Mp,j.
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It follows that the unique inreasing hain on [Hnx,H0x] is the lexiographially
rst one labeled with −l(p, j) in inreasing order for (p, j) suh that Hnx ⊆ Mp,j,
followed by +l(p, j) for all other admissible (p, j). 
5. Examples
At rst glane, the labeling onstruted in Theorem 4.5 might seem to ome
from left eld. It is helpful to work out what happens for the ase where G is
a group of square free order. In this ase, many of the ompliations we faed
in the proof disappear. For example, we don't have to worry about Ip, sine if
[H0 : H1] = p, then I
p(H1) = ∅ and I
p(H0) = {1}. Similarly, we an just take
l(p, j) = p, sine the only possible value of j is 1. The only Mp,j's we have are
Mp,1, whih we an denote as Mp.
Thus we see that for any H0, H1 with [H0 : H1] = p we get
λ(H0x→ H1x) =
{
−p if H1x = H0x ∩Mp
p otherwise
and λ(x → ∅) = 0. An example for Z6 is worked out in Figure 2. An exerise for
the reader might be to work out the labeling for S3.
3
3 2
0 0 0 0 00
−2−3
−2 2 −2 2 −2 2
−333−3 3
3
Figure 2. The oEL-labeling of C(Z6). The leftmost two maxi-
mal osets are M3 = M3,1 and M2 = M2,1, respetively.
On the opposite extreme, it is not so hard to understand the oEL-shelling on
Znp  it is just the hange in I
p
, with l(p, j) beoming j. We will not say anything
more about this, but an example for Z22 is worked out in Figure 3.
6. Consequenes and Conlusion
A (o-)EL-labeling of a lattie L tells us a lot about the homotopy type of
L\{0, 1}. In partiular, the falling hains (for our purposes, weakly dereasing max-
imal hains) in an EL-labeling give a basis for the nontrivial homology/ohomology
group. See [5, Setion 5℄ for a disussion of this in a more general setting. Our
oEL-labeling for C(G) (where G is a omplemented group) thus helps us under-
stand the ohomology of the order omplex in a very onrete way.
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−1
−1 2 2 1
−1 1
00 0 0
−2
2 −1 −21 2−2
1−1
2
1
Figure 3. The oEL-labeling of C(Z22). The leftmost two maxi-
mal osets are M2,2 and M2,1, respetively.
In showing the shellability of a solvable group's subgroup lattie, Shareshian
[19℄ produes a so-alled oatom ordering. Unfortunately, while the existene
of a oatom ordering implies the existene of something with similar properties
to a oEL-labeling (a oCL-labeling), Shareshian is not able to exhibit suh a
labeling. Suh a labeling would be interesting, as it ould presumably be used to
give an alternative proof and/or expand upon a result of Thévenaz [21, Theorem
1.4℄. Perhaps tehniques like we use here ould be used on the hief series for a
solvable group (where every fator is an elementary abelian p-group) to produe a
(o-)EL-labeling in the subgroup lattie.
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